ABSTRACT The convolutional neural network (CNN)-based models have achieved tremendous breakthroughs in many end-to-end applications, such as image identification, text classification, and speech recognition. By replicating these successes to the field of malware detection, several CNN-based malware detectors have achieved encouraging performance without significant feature engineering effort in recent years. Unfortunately, by analyzing their robustness using gradient-based algorithms, several studies have shown that some of these malware detectors are vulnerable to the evasion attacks (also known as adversarial examples). However, the existing attack methods can only achieve quite low attack success rates. In this paper, we propose two novel white-box methods and one novel black-box method to attack a recently proposed malware detector. By incorporating the gradient-based algorithm, one of our white-box methods can achieve a success rate of over 99%. Without prior knowledge of the exact structure and internal parameters of the detector, the proposed black-box method can also achieve a success rate of over 70%. In addition, we consider adversarial training as a defensive mechanism in order to resist evasion attacks. While proving the effectiveness of adversarial training, we also analyze its security risk, that is, a large number of adversarial examples can poison the training dataset of the detector. Therefore, we propose a pre-detection mechanism to reject adversarial examples. The experiments show that this mechanism can effectively improve the safety and efficiency of malware detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of malicious software (malware) has been playing an increasingly important role in cyber security. In recent years, the number of malware and its variants has shown a trend of explosive growth [1] . For example, the notorious WannaCry ransom virus, which caused huge losses worldwide in May 2017, has generated a number of variants that have been active until now.
Anti-virus products provide some protection against malware. Traditional malware detection methods, such as signature-based methods and heuristic-based methods, have been widely used by these anti-virus products untill now [2] . Typically, signature-based methods are primarily used to identify the known malware, so these methods can be easily bypassed by malware writers using anti-anti-virus
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techniques (such as encryption, packing, obfuscation, and polymorphism) [3] . Heuristic-based methods can detect partially unknown malware, but these methods rely on the rules/patterns constructed by domain experts, which are often error-prone and time consuming. Therefore, traditional malware detection methods cannot adapt to rapidly growing malware and a large number of variants. Machine learning algorithms provide an opportunity to solve this issue by generalizing known malware to new ones in an efficient way [4] . In the last decades, a great number of machine learning based methods have been proposed in the literature [5] - [8] . However, most of these methods require substantial effort and domain expertise in creating and identifying important features, calling for new end-to-end malware detection methods without significant manual feature engineering.
As a widely used machine learning algorithm, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) excels in many end-to-end applications, such as image identification [9] , text classification [10] , and speech recognition [11] , because of its excellent feature learning capabilities. By replicating these successes to the field of malware detection, in recent years, several CNN-based malware models have been proposed, achieving high detection accuracy without domain knowledge [12] , [13] .
However, it has been shown that most machine learning based models, including state-of-the-art CNN based models, are vulnerable to evasion attacks, also known as adversarial examples (AEs) [14] . AEs are a class of inputs that are derived from legitimate inputs by adding carefully chosen perturbations such that the model can be induced to output erroneous predictions. The majority of existing studies mainly focus on image classification models [15] - [17] , where attackers add subtle modifications that are beyond human recognition to the input image pixels so as to deceive the victim models. Similarly, in the domain of malware detection, an AE is a carefully modified binary file that is derived from existing malware but misclassified as benign to avoid detection. Although the use of CNN to detect malware is well known, the emergence of AEs makes the existing CNN-based malware detectors no longer robust. Thus, it is highly urgent to analyze the vulnerability of existing malware detectors and propose effective defensive mechanisms to improve the robustness of these detectors.
In this paper, we extensively investigate the vulnerability of the CNN-based malware detectors, specifically a recently proposed detector Malconv [12] . Most attack methods in previous literature [18] - [20] against Malconv appended perturbations to the end of malicious files for evading detection. These perturbations were all initialized by random noises and iteratively modified by gradient-based algorithms. However, the ignorance of the importance of selecting initial perturbations can lead to low attack success rates using these methods. To address this issue, we propose two novel white-box attack methods that use saliency vectors to select perturbations from benign files. For an explicit illustration, we use a saliency vector to represent the feature (benign or malicious) of each region in an input file. These saliency vectors can be generated by using the Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) method [21] . In addition, we also present a black-box attack method for situations when attackers cannot know the exact structure and internal parameters of the victim model. By implementing these attack methods on a dataset of Windows Portable Executable (PE) files, we demonstrate the vulnerability of the CNN-based malware detector to evasion attacks. At last, we also consider two defensive mechanisms, including adversarial training and rejecting AEs, in order to resist evasion attacks.
The major contribution of this paper is as follows: 1) We propose two novel white-box attack methods and a novel black-box attack method against CNN-based malware detectors. When attacking a recently proposed malware detector Malconv, one of our white-box methods, by incorporating the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [15] , can achieve an attack success rate of over 99%, and our black-box method can also achieve a success rate of over 70% without knowing the detector details.
2) We consider adversarial training [14] as a defensive mechanism in order to resist evasion attacks. While proving the effectiveness of adversarial training, we also analyze its security risk that the training dataset of the detector can be poisoned by a large number of AEs. Therefore, we propose a pre-detection mechanism, which can effectively reject the AEs, to protect the malware detector.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background and related work. Section III describes the methods of evasion attacks. Experiments for attacks are given in Section IV. Defenses against these attacks are given in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Malware detection is gradually shifting from traditional rule-based approaches to machine learning based methods [22] . In this section, we first give a short introduction to machine learning based malware detection methods (II-A), and then mainly focus on CNN-based malware detectors (II-B). Subsequently, we discuss the methods of evasion attacks in the field of image classification and malware detection (II-C). Finally, we briefly review several defensive mechanisms that have been proposed so far (II-D).
A. MACHINE LEARNING BASED MALWARE DETECTION
Most machine learning based malware detection methods analyze the input binary files by man-made features. These features, which are extracted by security experts according to the specific format of the software, largely determine the quality of detections. The software formats in different operating systems are quite different. For example, the PE format [23] is the standard format for Windows operating system software. According to the way of feature extraction, these machine learning based methods can be mainly divided into dynamic methods and static methods. Static methods, including n-gram based, PE-header based, and multi-features based methods etc. [5] , [6] , [24] , are simple and efficient, which extract features directly from the raw bytes of static binary files. Dynamic methods, such as systemcall-based and behavior-based methods [7] , [8] , have higher detection accuracy but require more complex feature engineering by running binary files. In terms of classification algorithms, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest, fully-connected Deep Neural Networks (DNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and CNN are widely used in recent years [25] - [29] . Since most machine learning based methods require a lot of effort and domain expertise in manual feature engineering, end-to-end malware detection methods, without domain knowledge, have attracted much more attention in recent years.
B. CNN-BASED MALWARE DETECTORS
Malware examples are generated by real attackers, who usually use encryption and obfuscation techniques for malware VOLUME 7, 2019 to combat static parsing and dynamic analyzing. In this case, manual feature engineering requires significant effort of experts with sufficient prior knowledge. As a typical end-to-end algorithm, CNN has excellent feature learning capabilities in many real-life applications, including malware detection. Recent studies by Raff et al. [12] and Krcal et al. [13] have reported effective end-to-end malware detectors using the CNN algorithm. These detectors analyze the raw bytes directly and discriminate malicious and benign files by automatically extracting features. The detector named Malconv proposed by Raff et al. [12] , using a shallow CNN-based model, could obtain a detection accuracy of 95.9% when trained on a dataset with two million PE files. Based on this, Krcal et al. then proposed a deeper model which could achieve better performance than Malconv when trained on a larger dataset. However, recent studies [18] - [20] have demonstrated that these detectors are vulnerable to evasion attacks, which calls for a more in-depth analysis to the robustness of these detectors and motivates our work in this paper.
C. EVASION ATTACKS
Evasion attacks use AEs to trick the model classifier into outputting incorrect classification results. An AEx is generated by adding iteratively modified perturbations η to a correctly classified original file x.x is called an effective AE when the model outputs the incorrect classification result forx. At present, the majority of existing evasion attack methods, such as L-BFGS [14] , Deepfool [30] , FGSM [15] , and JSMA [16] , focus on the field of image classification. The L-BFGS and Deepfool reduce the AEs generation problem to the process of searching for the optimal perturbation η. Their complex optimization processes result in slow speed and high computational costs. The advantage of FGSM and JSMA is that they are easier to generate AEs when the model is very sensitive to input changes. The difference is that FGSM can generate AEs quickly when using larger perturbations, but JSMA is much slower because it requires adversarial saliency maps to be calculated at each iteration. Therefore, FGSM is more widely used when generating AEs with large perturbations. All these previous attack methods are white-box methods that require attackers to understand the exact structure and parameters of the victim model. Without knowing the model details, Papernot et al. later used the FGSM and JSMA to implement black-box attacks against the DNN-based models by training substitute models [17] , [31] .
Recently, generating malware AEs has also become a hot topic in the security field. However, different from the image AEs, there are more stringent restrictions on the generation of PE format malware AEs. A PE binary file is an executable file that is characterized by an organizational structure, and any changes to its bytes can cause its functionality to be corrupted or even make it impossible to execute. So attacks that modify the raw bytes of PE files must maintain the full syntax structure and functionality of the original files. Anderson et al. [32] proposed a black-box attack method, which uses a Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm to generate AEs against a Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT) based malware detector. Grosse et al. [33] proposed a JSMA-based method against DNN-based malware detection models. Hu and Tan [34] generated AEs against DNN-based models by a black-box method based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). Attack methods against the CNN-based model Malconv have also been proposed by Kolosnjaji et al. [18] , Kreuk et al. [19] , and Suciu et al. [20] more recently. Directly modifying the internal bytes of PE files during the process of generating AEs requires sufficient domain expertise, so most these methods simplify this process by appending perturbations to the end of PE files. Kolosnjaji et al. [18] proved the vulnerability of Malconv for the first time, but their method requires high computational costs and achieves low attack success rate. Kreuk et al. [19] proposed an improved loss function to increase the attack success rate of the FGSM-based method. Suciu et al. [20] compared several attack methods on a large-scale dataset and a small-scale dataset. Their experiments show that the FGSM-based attack method hardly works on the small-scale dataset but achieves a higher success rate on the large-scale dataset. Common to these methods is that the perturbations added to AEs are all initialized by random noises and then iteratively modified by gradient-based algorithms. However, the ignorance of the importance of selecting initial perturbations can lead to low success rates of these methods. In contrast, we use saliency vectors to select perturbations in benign files in order to increase the attack success rate.
D. DEFENSIVE MECHANISMS
Defenses against evasion attacks mainly focus on the field of image classification. The extending defensive distillation method [35] proposed by Papernot et al., which can identify abnormal inputs with large uncertainty, protects the original model by training a distillation model of the same scale. Szegedy et al. [14] proposed to actively construct virtual AEs for adversarial training. Although adversarial training is effective, it cannot resist all AEs and still has limitations. Hosseini et al. [36] proposed to add 'NULL' to the output labels for training and identify AEs by classifying them as 'NULL'. Lu et al. [37] proposed a framework named SafetyNet that contains detectors and classifiers. Their framework uses the detector to discriminate whether the input is an AE, such that AEs will be rejected before entering into the classifier. The defensive mechanisms against malware AEs are mainly adversarial training and defensive distillation. Al-Dujaili et al. [38] proposed an online adversarial training framework named SLEIPNIR that treats adversarial training as a saddle point problem. Grosse et al. [33] evaluated two potential defensive mechanisms, including adversarial training and defensive distillation, for system-call-based malware detectors. They showed that the effect of the defensive distillation method is not as obvious as the adversarial training. Since few studies focus on the defenses for end-to-end malware detectors, in this paper, we study two defensive mechanisms in this situation and analyze their pros and cons in detail.
III. METHOD
We first describe the detail architecture of Malconv and introduce how to generate saliency vectors for input files by using the Grad-CAM method. We then introduce two white-box attack methods by using these saliency vectors. One is called Benign Features Append (BFA) and the other, called Enhanced-BFA, is an enhanced version of the first one by incorporating the FGSM algorithm. Finally, we briefly describe the Random attack method and introduce a more efficient black-box method by summarizing the successful experiences of Random attacks.
A. ARCHITECTURE
First, we describe the specific network architecture of the Malconv model, as shown in Fig.1 [12] . An input x (maximum length L) is a sequence of discrete bytes,
Data preprocessing, ensuring that the input vectors provided to the network have a fixed size regardless of the size of input files, is first performed to generate a fixed length sequence by padding 0. Then the preprocessed sequence is mapped to a fixed-size matrix e by an embedding layer W, where e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i ), i = L. The embedding layer, which allows the meaning of input bytes to depend on the context rather than the byte values, is essentially a lookup table that maps each input byte x i to a D-dimensional vector e i ∈ R D . Then the matrix e is fed into two 1-dimensional convolution layers whose activation functions are sigmoid and relu respectively. The corresponding outputs (feature maps) of the two convolutional layers are multiplied element-wise. This mechanism, which is called gating, was proposed by Dauphin et al. [39] when dealing with gradient vanishing problems in language models. Afterwards, the result of gating is passed to a global max-pooling layer, such that all feature maps are reduced to a fixed-size vector before entering into a fully-connected layer. Finally, the classification result will be output by a softmax layer.
B. SALIENCY VECTORS
Next, we describe saliency vectors in detail and introduce how to generate them by using the Grad-CAM method. A saliency vector, which contains features of a series of data blocks in an input binary file, can roughly show the benign and malicious regions of the file. The position of the elements in the vector corresponds with the regions of the original file and the value of each eliment indicates the significance of features in the corresponding region, namely, a larger value indicates a more significant feature. In the image classification task, Zhou et al. [40] proposed a method by using the Class Activation Mapping (CAM) to produce a 'visual interpretation' for the decision of a CNN-based model. Raff et al. [12] then improved this approach to visualize the sections where the malicious features are located. However, these two methods, which all require modifying FIGURE 1. Architecture of the CNN-based malware detector MalConv [12] .
and retraining the original model to obtain the CAM, are difficult to implement for attackers. Selvaraju et al. [21] proposed a Grad-CAM method more recently, which uses the gradients of target concept flowing into the final convolutional layer to produce CAM, without modifying and retraining the original model. Inspired by these efforts, we use the Grad-CAM method to generate saliency vectors for subsequent attacks.
Let the convolution filter size of Malconv be s filter . An input file x with length m can be divided into u data blocks of size s filter , where u = m/s . v c x ∈ R u is used to represent the saliency vector of x for the classification target c ∈ { 0,1}, which can be generated as follows. First, the gradient of the kth feature map A k for the target label c is calculated, recorded as α c k = ∂y c ∂A k , which captures the importance of the kth feature map for target c. According to the importance of all feature maps, the weighted superposition is performed to obtain the saliency vector v c x = { v c 1 , . . . , v c u } , where v c i can be given by (1) .
If v c i is positive, then the feature of ith data block is malicious. Similarly, a negative value indicates benign and 0 indicates no significant feature. We used two 250KB benign and malicious files to calculate their saliency vectors respectively. In order to facilitate visualization, these two saliency vectors are converted into 500*500 grayscale images, as shown in Fig.2 an input file. By comparison, it can be observed that the bright (malicious) region of the malicious file is obviously larger than the benign one.
C. WHITE-BOX ATTACK METHODS
In the following section, we introduce two white-box attack methods against Malconv using saliency vectors. Both methods require attackers to get the exact structure and all parameters of the victim model. The difference is that the first attack method only needs to debug the victim model once for generating saliency vectors, and then the model can be regarded as a black-box for subsequent attacks, while the second attack method, by incorporating the FGSM algorithm, requires continuous debugging of the model to obtain a higher attack success rate.
1) BENIGN FEATURES APPEND METHOD
The BFA attack method can generate effective AEs by appending carefully selected perturbations to the end of malicious files. These perturbations are selected from benign files by using saliency vectors. A file x 0 that was predicted to be benign by the model is chosen to generate the saliency vector v. First, the feature maps A are calculated by the Malconv model (line 1). The saliency vector v = { v c 1 , . . . , v c u } can be obtained using the Grad-CAM method described in Subsection III-B, where v c i can be given by Equation (1) (line 2). The positions of the negative elements in the vector are used as indexes of the benign feature blocks in x 0 , denoted as l = { l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l p } , where p is the number of data blocks with benign features (line 3). A benign block represents a data block (size is s filter ) corresponding to a benign feature index. If the size of a malicious file x is m and the maximum length of model input is L, then the maximum number of data blocks that can be appended to x is (L − m)/s filter (line 4). At each time, one data block is selected from p benign blocks as perturbations and appended to x for generating an AEx (line 7). This process loops up to min(p, (L − m)/s filter ) times untilx is predicted to be benign (lines 6-13). It is important to note that the starting location for appending should be set to padidx = ( m/s filter + 1) * s filter . For convenient illustration, we will ignore the padding bytes, which will be initialized to 0, from the end of the file to the starting location for appending. The more benign features are appended to the end of the malicious file x, the greater the probability thatx will be identified as a benign file by the victim model. The pseudocode is described in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1

2) ENHANCED-BFA METHOD
The Enhanced-BFA attack method can significantly improve the attack success rate by incorporating the FGSM [15] algorithm with the BFA attack method. The FGSM-based attacks against Malconv proposed by Kreuk et al. [19] and Suciu et al. [20] , using random noises to initialize the perturbations, could only achieve quite low attack success rate. By analyzing these random perturbations flowing in the model, we can discover why these methods are inefficient. At first, these random raw-byte perturbations are mapped to random vectors through the embedding layer, then features of these vectors are extracted by the convolution layer. Afterwards, these features are passed to the global maximum pooling layer before entering into the fully-connected layer. Since most feature values of these random vectors are not largest when passed to the global maximum pooling layer, these features will be ignored by the model before entering the subsequent fully-connected layer. In this situation, the back propagation gradients of these vectors will be 0 most of the time, and thus these random vectors cannot be modified by the gradient-based algorithms (e.g. FGSM) effectively. Moreover, since the raw-byte inputs are discrete and their mapped vectors are continuous, the modified vectors cannot be mapped back to raw bytes by looking up the table W directly. So even if these random vectors are modified successfully, the resulting AEs may also be invalid because the modified vectors cannot always be mapped back to valid raw-byte perturbations. Therefore, using random noise as the initial perturbations will make these methods have low success rates. In contrast, the appended perturbations in our attack method, which are initialized by significant benign blocks, can quickly attract the attention of the model to obtain back propagation gradients. On this basis, by incorporating the FGSM algorithm to iteratively modify these perturbations, AEs can be generated more efficiently.
The pseudocode of the Enhanced-BFA attack method is described in Algorithm 2. First, using the BFA attack method introduced in the previous section, a benign block index vector l = { l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l p } is generated (lines 1-3) . According to the index number, a benign block will be selected from the original benign file x 0 as initial perturbations and appended to the malicious file x (line 7). Then the appended file x a is mapped to the matrix e a through the embedding layer W (line 8). Let θ be the parameters of the model, y benign the target label ('benign' in our case) and J θ, e a , y benign the cost function used by the model, then the optimal perturbation direction can be expressed as g, which is given as follows:
where g is a vector whose elements are equal to the sign of the elements of the gradient of the cost function J with respect to e a . The perturbations will be iteratively modified until the value of the cost function is below the threshold β (lines 9-13). In this loop, Mask operation limits the region modified by the perturbations and ε is a weight factor which determines the extent of each modification (lines [11] [12] . The larger the value of ε, the faster the process but the optimal solution may not be obtained. In our case, only the appended region can be iteratively modified by imperceptibly small perturbations. Afterwards, by using the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [41] algorithm to find the nearest bytes for vectors in e a , the modified matrix e a is mapped back to a sequence of raw bytesx (line 14). Ifx is predicted to be benign, then the function will return the successful AEx (lines 15-16), otherwise, the above process will continue to loop until no more data blocks can be appended (lines 6-20).
D. BLACK-BOX ATTACK METHODS
In the following section, we introduce two black-box attack methods for situations when attackers cannot know the exact structure and internal parameters of the victim model. In order to speed up the attack process, it is assumed that the convolution filter size s filter is known. Apart from this, according to the input file, only the classification result of the model can be obtained.
1) RANDOM METHOD
Our Random method, different from the random method proposed by Suciu et al. [20] , appends randomly selected data blocks of a benign file instead of random noises to increase the success rate. First, a benign file x 0 of moderate size m is divided into p data blocks as perturbations, where p = m/s filter . Then at each time a data block will be randomly selected from the p data blocks and appended to the malicious file x as perturbations to generate AEx. Assuming that the maximum number of data blocks that can be appended to x is q, this process will be repeated up to min(p, q) times until the model predictsx as benign.
2) EXPERIENCE-BASED METHOD
The Experience-based attack method selects the perturbations by summarizing the successful trajectories of Random attacks. By calculating the contribution degree of each data block to the successful trajectories, data blocks with high contribution degrees will be used as perturbations for subsequent attacks. First, N Random attacks are performed and n successful trajectories τ = (τ 1 ,τ 2 , . . . ,τ n ) are recorded, where
represents the kth successful trajectory, with each b k i representing the index of a data block in x 0 used for the kth successful trajectory and l k indicating the total number of data blocks appended in kth trajectory. Then the number of times each data block appearing in τ is counted and multiplied by the corresponding weights. Thus the contribution degree d j of each block in x 0 can be computed as follows:
where j ∈ (1, . . . , p), count(τ k , j) indicates the number of occurrences of jth block in τ k , 1 l k is a penalty factor, indicating that the more data blocks required for the kth trajectory, the smaller the importance of the trajectory, α indicates the extra weight of the last data block in τ k and I is the indicator function (I ∈ (0, 1) ). Since the entire trajectory is successful after appending the last data block, the last data block is given VOLUME 7, 2019 an extra weight α to highlight its contribution. Then a vector d = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d p ) with contribution degrees of all the data blocks in x 0 is obtained. Finally, d is sorted from high to low and its first q data blocks are chosen to be the final perturbations for subsequent attacks. The subsequent attack process is similar to the BFA attack.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this Section, we describe the experiments carried out for evasion attacks. First, the dataset for training is described. Then the malware detector Malconv is trained and its performance for malware detection is evaluated. Afterwards, the saliency vectors for all files in the dataset are generated to analyze the quantity distribution of benign and malicious blocks. Finally, the trained Malconv is attacked using the methods introduced above and the effects of each attack method are analyzed in detail.
A. DATASET
In our experiments, two groups of PE files are collected to form a dataset. The first group is the malware set containing 5,200 malicious files from three projects: VirusShare [42] , DAS [43] , and malwarebenchmark [44] , where each file is labelled with 1. The second group is the benign set containing 5,150 benign files from the pure version of Windows XP (32bit/SP3), Windows 7 ultimate (64bit/SP1), Windows 8.1 (64bit) image and more than 30 software companies, where each file is labelled with 0. All these files are larger than 1KB and less than 2MB, including multiple PE file types (such as exe, dll etc.). Source of files in the dataset is shown in Fig.3 . 
B. MODEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The Malconv model is reproduced by using the Keras library [45] and its parameters used for training are as follows: the maximum filesize is 2,000,000 Bytes, 1-dimensional convolution filter size is 500 and stride is 500. Other parameters are shown in Fig.1 . The dataset is shuffled and divided into a training set, validation set and test set by 80%, 10%, and 10% respectively. As with the original literature, the metrics accuracy and AUC are used to evaluate the performance of the model. All experiments are performed on a CUDA-enabled NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU server. In order to lower the bias, the training and testing processes are repeated 5 times, as shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the average accuracy and AUC are similar to the original literature reported (ACC=94.0%, AUC=98.1%) [12] . 
C. SALIENCY VECTORS GENERATION
Saliency vectors for all files in our dataset are generated to analyze the quantity distribution of benign and malicious blocks in a file. The joint distribution maps are shown in Fig.4 , where the horizontal axis represents the number of benign blocks in a file and the vertical axis represents the number of malicious blocks. According to the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, we can see that there is a strong linear correlation between the number of benign blocks and malicious blocks contained in each file. In addition, Fig.4 shows that the number of benign blocks in a benign file is mainly 10-30. For convenience of description, 20 is used as the number of benign blocks in a benign file. 
D. EVASION ATTACKS
Using the model trained in Section IV-B as the original model, two white-box methods in Section III-C, two black-box methods in Section III-D and the FGSM-based method described by Suciu et al. [20] are used to generate AEs for all files in the malware dataset. The effectiveness of all these attacks are evaluated by using the success rate (SR): the percentage of AEs that can successfully evade detection. Table 2 gives the results of SR using three white-box attack methods, with different sizes of appended perturbations. The BFA method can achieve a SR of 60% by appending 20 benign blocks (10,000 bytes) taken from only one benign file. If another benign file is taken to get 40 benign blocks (20,000 bytes) for attacking, the SR will increase to 90%. Furthermore, the Enhanced-BFA attacks (ε = 0.01, β = 0.001) can achieve a SR of 74% by appending only one benign block (500 bytes). By appending 40 benign blocks, more than 99% of AEs can successfully evade detection. In contrast, it can be seen that the SR of the FGSM-based attacks is very low, only about 1 2%, which is similar to the result on Mini-dataset reported by Suciu et al. [20] . The FGSM-based (also known as FGM) attack method in [20] , which could only achieve quite low SR on the Mini-dataset (8,598 files) but achieve 71% SR on the Full-dataset (16.3 million files), are unstable and the reason why this method is inefficient has been analyzed in section III-C.2. Table 3 gives the results of SR using two black-box attack methods. The Random attack method is used as a baseline to evaluate other methods. Although the Random method achieves low SR, its successful attack trajectories can be recorded to implement the Experience-based attacks. We performed 19,150 Random attacks (by appending 40 data blocks) and recorded 1,340 successful trajectories, such that 40 high contribution degree blocks could be obtained for subsequent attacks. The most interesting finding is that more than half of these blocks are identical to the benign blocks obtained by the BFA attack method, which means that we can use the Experience-based method instead of the BFA method when the model details are unknown. The results in Table 3 show that the SR of Experience-based attack (α = 2) is similar to that of the Full-dataset FGSM attack reported in [20] . Moreover, if more Random attacks can be performed, more effective benign blocks will be obtained through more successful trajectories, resulting in a better performance of Experience-based attacks. The most important is that the Experience-based method does not need to understand the exact structure and parameters of the victim model. Fig.5 plots the SR curves of the above five attack methods, with different sizes of appended perturbations. It can be seen that the Enhanced-BFA method achieves the highest SR with minimal perturbations. Although BFA and Experience-based method start to achieve lower SR, SR will rise rapidly as the perturbations increases. In summary, the two write-box methods and one black-box method we proposed can effectively generate AEs to deceive the CNN-based malware detector Malconv. The Enhanced-BFA attack method is the most efficient when the exact structure and parameters of the victim model can be given beforehand. If the model details are unknown, the Experience-based attack method can also achieve satisfactory results. Although these attacks in this paper are all against Malconv, they can be readily extended to other similar CNN-based malware detectors.
V. DEFENSES
In this section, we investigate two defensive mechanisms against evasion attacks, one is adversarial training, and the other is rejecting AEs. Adversarial training can improve the robustness of the model itself to AEs, and rejecting AEs is a pre-detection mechanism that requires an additional database system to help identify the AEs.
1) ADVERSARIAL TRAINING
The most common defensive mechanism against evasion attacks is adversarial training, which was first proposed by Szegedy et al. [35] . Adversarial training involves the following steps: a) Train the model F on the original training set D = M ∪ B, where M is the malware set, and B is the set of benign; b) generate AEs set A against F using the evasion attack methods described in Section III; c) modify the training setD = D∪A and perform iterative training on the basis of F.
First, two groups of effective AEs sets A train and A test , containing 5,168 and 5,152 AEs respectively, are actively generated by using the Enhanced-BFA method. The initial perturbations required to generate these two group AEs are selected from two files, x train in the training set and x test in the test set. These two files are all predicted to be benign by F with high probability. Different number of AEs from these two AEs groups are used to create new training sets and then the new modelF can be retrained based on F. Afterwards,F is used to evaluate the SR of all AEs and to test whether x train and x test are correctly classified. As can be seen from the data in Table 4 , when 5 AEs are added to the training set (8,280 files), the SR of other AEs in both groups will reduce to 29%. If 50 AEs are added, the SR is only less than 5% and lower than the detection error rate (7.7%) of the original model, thus the remaining few AEs that can successfully avoid detection can be ignored. It can also be observed that when 100 AEs are added, although the SR decreased to 1.4%, the file x test , which is considered to be benign by F, is incorrectly identified as malicious byF. Therefore, we urge researchers to pay attention to this problem, that is, implementation of adversarial training needs to be cautious. The same group of AEs cannot be used in large numbers for adversarial training. Otherwise, the training dataset will be poisoned. Moreover, it is necessary to prevent attackers from adopting a similar method to implement poisoning attacks [46] . Attackers can use essential operation system PE files to generate a large number of ineffective AEs and send them to the detector. Although these AEs cannot evade detection, they may be added to the training set as regular malware by the defender, resulting in the training dataset being poisoned. If the defender retrains a new detector by using the poisoned training dataset, the essential system files may be misclassified as malware. In this case, the new detector may in turn damage rather than protect the operating system, so there is an urgent need for a defensive mechanism to reject AEs.
2) REJECTING ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES
We next propose a pre-detection mechanism to identify AEs, and these identified AEs are rejected before entering into the malware detector. Fig.6 shows the specific architecture of this mechanism. A database table is used to record the characteristics of malware being detected. Through the expertise of the PE format, it is generally agreed that directly modifying the executable section of a PE file is difficult, because a subtle change may lead to unpredictable consequences, such as destruction function or running error. Therefore, it is assumed that the hash values of the executable section in AEs for the same malicious file should be equal. The input x is parsed by LIEF library [47] including the hash value of the entire file Hash(x), number of times the record has been accessed x num and the last accessed timestamp t now . The pre-detection mechanism identifies and records the AEs by querying and updating the database.
The Algorithm 3 highlights the architecture of our pre-detection mechanism. First, Hash(x code ) of the input file x is used as the index to query the database. If a record exists, it first indicates that the input file is malware, then the values of the record and the file attributes are compared to discriminate whether the input file is an AE. AEs will be dropped but normal malware can be stored for retraining. No record means that the input file can be accepted and predicted by the malware detector. If the file is predicted to be malware, its characteristics will be inserted into the table as a new record. In order to prevent a large number of records in the table from affecting the query speed, one can set a time threshold T to periodically delete some expired records.
By performing the pre-detection mechanism based on the trained Malconv, we build a malware detection system which deployed in the following configuration server: 40 Xeon(R) E5-2630 cpus, 32*16G memory, Ubuntu16.04 64-bit operating system, MYSQL 14.14 database which is accessed locally by the pymysql library of Python 3.6. This detection system continuously detects normal files (malware and benign) for 24 hours, and every 10 seconds an AE was inserted to the normal files. The experiment shows that 100% of the AEs can be accurately rejected. Rejecting all AEs means that our pre-detection mechanism can successfully help the malware detector resist evasion attacks. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the detection system, the clock function in Python is used to calculate the cpu time spent by the pre-detection mechanism and malware detector respectively. The cpu time used for detecting 800 files by Malconv is about 3,800s, but for pre-detection (e.g. file parsing and hash operations, database connecting and querying operations) is not more than 10s. That is to say, if the number of malware exceeds r num , r hash , r time = GetValue(index) ; 8: if ( r num > N ) and (r hash = x hash ) then 9: UpdateDB(index, r num + 1, t now ) 10: return reject; 11: else 12: return malware; 13: end if 14: else 15: if Model.predict(x) =='malware' then 16: InsertDB(index, 1, x hash , t now ) ; 17: return malware; 18: else 19: return benign; 20: end if 21: end if 0.26% of the total files being detected, the efficiency of the detection system will be higher than the single detector. In summary, the pre-detection mechanism can not only effectively reject the AEs, but also greatly improve the efficiency of the malware detection system.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we extensively investigated the vulnerability of the CNN-based malware detectors, specifically a recently proposed detector Malconv. We proposed two white-box attack methods and one black-box attack method to attack these CNN-based malware detectors. By implementing these attack methods to Malconv, our Enhanced-BFA white-box method can achieve an attack success rate of over 99%, and our Experience-based black-box method can also achieve a success rate of over 70%. These high attack success rates strongly demonstrate the vulnerability of such CNN-based malware detectors. Our Enhanced-BFA method, combining the Grad-CAM and FGSM algorithms to improve the attack success rate, can be readily extended to other similar adversarial machine learning tasks. In addition, we considered adversarial training as a defensive mechanism in order to resist evasion attacks. Experiments show that although adversarial training has a certain effect, there is a risk that the training dataset can be poisoned by a large number of AEs. Finally, we proposed a pre-detection mechanism to reject the AEs. Experiments show that this mechanism can not only effectively reject evasion attacks, but also improve the efficiency of malware detection.
There are several future research works. We plan to modify the raw bytes of the code section of the PE files to generate AEs, and such AEs will be difficult to detect. We also plan to repeat the attack methods of this paper on a larger production-scale dataset. Moreover, the database system, which may cause other security risks (e.g. the vulnerabilities of MySQL [48] ), is introduced by our pre-detection mechanism. Therefore, we will continue to study the model-based defensive mechanisms to resist the evasion attacks and ultimately improve the robustness of the model detectors themselves. CHAO 
